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NOTE

Readers familar with previous volumes of the Proceedings of the
Short Course for Seedsmen will immediately notice that this is a very
much abbreviated issue. It is surely not a record of the talks presented
and topics discussed at the 1966 Short Course . Actually only four of
the five articles in this Proceedings are based on talks given during the
course. The fifth article is based on a talk given in 1965 .
I

We did not easily make the decision to depart from our custom
(since 1958) of publishing a fairly complete record of the Short Course.
However , the task of putting together a "full-blown" Proceedings has
become more and more difficult . Many of the talks (and speakers) presented at the S hort Course have remained essentially the same over the
yea rs , or they have been repeated at two or three year intervals . Thus ,
the amount of material not previously published in the Proceedings has
constantly diminished.· Rather than continue to reprint articles from
past Proceedings we decided to do something different (and extra) this
year and for the next several years.
1

We decided to prepare a series of handbooks on the four or five
topics emphasized in the Short Course during the past 15 years namely
seed processing and handling seed storage seed drying and seed
quality evaluation . These handbooks would supplement the regular
Proceedings which then would be restricted to new and fresh material
I
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The supplement to the 1966 Proceedings is a handbook on "Seed
Processing and Handling". A copy of the handbook will be sent to all
persons who attended the 1966 Short Course. Plans are already under
way for a "Seed Storage" supplement to the 1967 Proceedings
o
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PROGRAM SCHEDULE
MONDAY , APRIL 25

8:00 - 12:00

REGISTRATION - SEED TECHNOLOGY LABORATORY
COFFEE , COKES , DOUGHNUTS - Furnished all
week , courtesy of equipment manufacturers and
their representatives
0

10:00 - 12:00

TOURS OF UNIQUE FACILITIES
Boll Weevil Research Laboratory
Raspet Flight Research Laboratory

10;00- 12:00

MOVIES

1:30-

2:15

WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS

2:15-

3:00

CHARACTERISTICS OF SEEDS
James C o Delouche

3:00-

3:30

COFFEE , COKES , DOUGHNUTS

3:30-

5:00

YOUR

CHOICE ~

PROCESSING DEMONSTRATIONS
Continous and simult aneous demonstrations
of different makes and models of air- scre en
cleaners, disc and cylinder separators ,
gravity separators , roll mills , magnetic
cleaners , color sort ers , elevators and seed
treaters
1

0

TESTING DEMONSTRATIONS
Preparation and evaluation of ger mination
tests o Fluorescence t ests .., cold tests
Discussion of problems o
0
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TUESDAY , APRIL 26

9:15

SEED QUALITY EVALUATION
James D . Helmer

9:15 - 10:00

AIR AND SCREEN CLEANERS
Jim Henderson

8:30 -

10:00- 10:30

COFFEE I COKES I DOUGHNUTS

10:30- 11:30

AIRAND SCREEN CLEANERS
Jim Henderson

11:30- 11:45

EVALUATION QUIZ

11:40-

1:30

LUNCH

1:30-

2:15

DIMENSIONAL SIZING EQUIPMENT
Hal Underwood

2:15 -

3 : 00

ROLL MILLS , MAGNETIC CLEANERS
George M . Dougherty

3:00-

3:30

COFFEE , COKES , DOUGHNUTS

3:30-

5:00

PROCESSING DEMONSTRATIONS

3:30-

5:00

SEED TESTING DEMONSTRATIONS
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WEDNESDAY , APRIL 2 7

8:30 -

9:00

9:00 - 10:00

COLOR SORTERS
Carle Doyle
A. H. Boyd
GRAVITY SEPARATORS
Bill Gregg
William D. Munroe

10:00 - 10:30

COFFEE I COKES

10:30- 11:30

ASPIRATORS AND PNEUMATIC SEPARATORS
William D. Munroe
Hal Underwood

11:30- 11:45

EVALUATION QUIZ

11:45-

1:30

LUNCH

1:30-

2:00

TETRAZOLIUM TESTING
Mrs. Mable W. Raspet

2:00 -

2:15

PRIZE AWARD AND DRAWING

2:15-

5:00

PROCESSING DEMONSTRATIONS

2:15 -

5:00

TETRAZOLIUM WORKSHOP

I

DOUGHNUTS
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THURSDAY I APRIL 28

8:30-

9:00

SEED TREATMENT
Dave Ranney

9:00-

9:30

MECHANICAL DAMAGE TO SEED
James D . Helmer

10:00- 10:30

COFFEE I COKES I DOUGHNUTS

10:30 - 12:00

SEED STORAGE
James C . De1ouche
James M . Beck
Fulton M . Cooke

11:45-

1:30

LUNCH

1:30-

3:30

WIND-UP SESSION

DEMONSTRATIONS

The following industry representatives assisted in the various
demonstrations of equipment and techniques for seed processing conveying ,
treating and storage, but did not appear on the program o

George Durkot
Vergil Frevert
Max Irelan
T . C. Ryker
G. M. Smithson
Sid Stephens
William H. Wallace
Herb Williams

Carter- Day Co .
Crippen Manufacturing Co .
A . T. Ferrell & Company
E. I . DuPont De Nemours & Co .
Paul Hattaway Co .
. Morton Chemical Co.
. Wallace Equipment Co .
Morton Chemical Co .
•••
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TERMINAL VELOCITY SEPARAT IONS
William D

0

Munroe

1./

Almost everyone who harvests and pr ocesses seeds makes use of
air separati ons . The main machine used to clean seed with air is the a irscr een machi ne - the basic seed cleaning tool of t he industry.
Air- screen machines have what the trade calls "top air" and
"bottom a ir" , which are just other names for aspirators and pneumatic
separators
In mbst air- screen machines o seed are aspirated befor e
going over t he screens and again before discharging fr om the machine .
o

The normal use of the air systems in an aiP-' screen machine i s for
general cleani ng . This is one of the three functi ons or uses of aspirators
and pneumati c separators. Close grading and precision separating are
ot her applications for these machines .

Principles of Separation
How does air separate seeds? There must be a difference between
the crop seed and the contaminants for t he machine to make a separation .
In all air separ ators o the differ ence is called "Terminal Velocity"
Consequently , Aspir9tors and Pneumatic Separators mi ght be called "Terminal
Velocity Separators" . It might also be noted her e that specific gra vity
separator s sometimes t+Se terminal velocit y to effect a separ ation o
o

"Ter minal Velocity" is a fancy name for a simple idea. The t er m
r efers to the maximum or terminal speed a seed will reach in free fall
before air resistance will keep it fr om going faster o If a handful of vari ous
seeds are dropped fr om a gr eat height , some will fall fas t er becau se they
are more str eamlined (hav e less air r esistance) . If t h e pr ocess is r ev er sed
and air is blown u p t hrough the mass of seed , t hose seed wit h the highes t
air r esist ance compared to their weight wi ll rise a t a lower air v elocity
than other seed and be separated fr om them . In ot her wor ds , seed: with
a low terminal velocity can be separated fr om seed with a high ter mi nal
v elocity at a given air velocity .
Many factors affect the terminal velocity of i ndividu al seed:
(1) shape (2) specific gr9vity , (3) cubic volume , . (4) coat charact er
I

1

_!/ Mr . Munroe is a r epresentativ e of Oliver Manufacturi ng
Company , Rocky For d , Colorado , manufacturer of gravity separa t or s and
s t oners .
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(5) surface area exposed , (6) frontal area , and (7) gross dimensions.
However in cleaning seeds with terminal velocity separators the weight
of individual particles as related to their air resistance is the prime
consideration If the weight of a particle is lower than its air resistance , the particle will be lifted and separated from other particles
1

o

0

Application of Air Separators
To determine if a mixture should be air cleaned , one should depend on common sense , experience and simple trial and error
Unprocessed seed mixtures arrive at the plant containing seed with a
variety of characteristics With an unprocessed seed mixture , an initial
aspiration is usually beneficial providing care is taken to prevent loss
of too many good seed o This use of air separations might be called
"general cleaning" o Air- screen machines do an excellent job and the
seed industry would not be as advanced as it is today had not the various
manufacturers devoted so much time and effort to the design of their air
systems
0

0

o

A second application of terminal velocity separators is for precision grading o Seed and grain are separated into various test weights
and light seeds are eliminated from a seed lot to improve germination
Accuracy of this type separation depends on the purity of the seed lot
presented to the separator In other words , seed lots presented to the
separator for precision grading should be pre- cleaned and of the same
varietyo Seeds of the same variety have generally the same gross dimensions and frontal area
Coat characters , specific gravity and shape
are also usually uniform for seed within a variety o A fractioning
aspirator can detect and separate seed mixtures into fractions varying
in weight as little as two pounds per bushel
I

o

0

0

0

Jesse Harmond and his group at Oregon State University have
cut various geometric shapes from the same material so that all shapes
weighed the same had the same specific gravity , volume , and coat
character o The only variables between these solids were the shape ,
gr oss dimensions and frontal area which are all related to the total surface area exposed o
1

1

The geometric solids were presented to a variable air stream and
the solids were lifted by the air stream in an order related to the total
surface area exposed o The position of the solids when presented to the
air stream seemed to have no effect on the order in which the solids were
lifted o This clearly indicated that total surface area exposed is a key
consideration in making terminal velocity separations o Terminal velocity
separations of particles may be made on the basis of gross dimensions
and shape as they relate to total surface area
0
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A third application of terminal v elocity separators is prec1s10n
separating. Air separat or s employed in this manner are used to separate
foreign material and undesirable seed from a seed lot . Seed must be
carefully presized before separations are attempted. The more accurate
the pre sizing , the more accurate the separation that can be made. Presizing elimi nates all but three of the variables in the characteristics of
the particles making up the mixture. These variables a r e: (1) specific
gravity , (2) coat character , and (3) shape as it effects total surface area.
It is best to have only one characteristic significantly different
between the desirable and the undesirable material . Thus if coat
character and shape are about the same in all particles , there must be
a detectable difference in the specific gravity of the desir able and the
undesirable material in order for a separation to be effected.
·
I

Vari ous machines a r e available for making terminal velocity
separations . Machines used for making such separations are either
aspirators or pneumatic separators . The difference between the two is
essentially that the aspirator pulls air through the mass to be separated
while the pneumatic separator forces air thr ough the seed mass. Ther e
is little difference between the separations obtained by these two t ypes
of machines .
A specific gravity separator may be used to make separations
based on terminal velocity characteristics . If a gravity table i::; used to
upgrade germination ·percentage , the separation is not based on specific
gravity but is based on other char acteristics such as gross dimensions
or total surface area exposed . Such a separation is a modified terminal
velocity separation in that the similar characteristics a r e used to make
the separations but the seeds are floated off and not blown off as in a
terminal velocity separation . The applications for the specific gravity
separator are about the saf!le as for terminal velocity separators and i t
has the same requirement: the seed lot shou ld be r elatively pur e and
presized when upgrading germination with a gravity table . Usually ,
specific gravity separator s will work to closer . tolerances and with
greater capacities than will terminal velocity separators when ma king
precision separations or close grading under equ al operating conditions.
1

lnstallation and Operation
denerally aspirators , pneumatic separat ors and gravity tables
a r e well designed and do excellent work within their respectiv e r ange of
applications.
I

Aspirators and pneumatic separators are easy t o install , eas y to
operate and r equir e little attention while oper ati ng . On the ot h er hand ,
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these machines have a tendency to be rough on sensitive material when
such materials are in the liftings, and a low capacity on precision separations and close grading. Their practical limit on accuracy seems to
be about two pounds per bushel when making a grading separation. The
reasons for this limitation in accuracy lies in the face that the particles
have a very short exposure time in the separating zone and it is difficult
t o present the particles to the air stream with a zero vertical velocity
while maintaining a uniform separating air current.
The limitation in capacity results from the need to present the
separating air with a very thin curtain of seed and what I call the "Oliver
Steele Analogy"
If each gentlemen here had the lady of his choice by
his side , we would have men and women evenly mixed throughout the
r oom o Suppose now that it is desirable for the ladies to move to one
side of the room and the gentlemen to the other with the lights out. We
c an see that such a separation might turn out to be a whale of a lot of
fun but it would also be inefficient and time consuming. There is a
similar situation in terminal velocity separators where the seed must depend on random chance to find free space as they cannot think for
themselves
o

0

Specific gravity separators will work to close tolerances at high
capacities when making precision separations or close grading because
more time and space is available for the separation , lower air velocities
are used , and the "Oliver Steele Analogy" is avoided. Specific gravity
separators first stratify the material into layers of decreasing weight before effecting a separation You might say that they almost start with
the ladies and gentlemen already separated and the only problem
remaining is for them to seat themselves o The price paid for this greater
accuracy and capacity is the need for stronger more permanent instal.,.
lation , better operators and close supervision
0

1

0

Summary
To sum up - if precision separations or close grading are to be
made at less than a two pound per bushel differential and/ or at a relatively high capacity , then a specific gravity separator is indicated. In
situations where accuracy of two pounds per bushel or greater will
suffice capacity requirements are not critical , close supervision is not
warranted and the lifting material is not sensitive to mechanical damage
one of the terminal velocity separators can be effectively used Aspirators , pneumatic separators , and specific gravity separators have their
place in the seed industry and will not seriously encroach on the areas
served by the other machines o Enlarged markets for all will result from
new applications within their respective capabilities.
I

I

o

I

A word now to the more academic minded. Any separator using air
as its primary means of effecting separations should be termed a
"Dynamic Air Separator" . "Dynamic Air Separators" then should be
classified as "Terminal Velocity Separators" and "Sub-Terminal Velocity
Separators". The sub-class "Terminal Velocity Separators" includes
aspirators pneumatic separators and stoners.
1

Before closing it should be noted that I have drawn heavily on
the published work of both Mr. Oliver W. Steele of the Oliver Manufacturing Company and Mr. Robert K. MacGillivray Chief Engineer for the
Superior Division of the Daffin Corporation in preparing this paper.
Thanks are also due Mr. Jesse Harmond and his group at Oregon State
University for valuable information and comments given .
1
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SPECIFIC GRAVITY SEPARATOR ADJUSTMENTS
William D. Munroe

Our subject is "Specific Gravity Separator Adjustments" , but our
real aim is to tell you how to make money with a gravity table We can
do this by explaining a gravity separator and how to adjust it to work
most efficiently o In our opinion every seeds men needs a gravity separator and can make money u,sing one
0

0

A gravity separator will do two things: (1) it will upgrade the
germination of a seed lot be removing the lighter and therefore the least
viable seeds, and (2) it will purify a contaminated seed lot by removing
unwanted seed varieties and/ or foreign material To do an effective job
of purifying a seed lot , the seed mixture should be carefully precleaned
and pre sized Closely sizing of a contaminated seed lot permits the
specific gravity separator to make a more accurate separation o
0

o

Basic Principles
Three rules governing separations made with a specific gravity
separator are:
(1) A specific gravity separator will separate particles
of the same size by specific gravity
(2) A specific gravity separator will separate particles
of the same specific gravity by size
(3) A specific gravity separator will NOT effectively
separate particles of mixed sizes and specific
gravities .
0

o

The law on which specific gravity separators are based was first
stated by Archimedes about 2 50 BC The law states , "All bodies floa ti ng
in or submerged in a fluid are buoyed by a force exactly equal to the
weight of the fluid they displace 0" In specific gravity separ ators some
seed are floating on a cushion of air which causes them to react as if
floating on a liquid
o

0

A gravity table is really a simple machine consist ing of a feeder ,
a porous deck that reciprocates or shakes , an air chest and fans to move
~·

ll

Mr . Munroe is a representative of Oliver Manu fact uri ng
Company , Rocky Ford , Colorado , manufactur ers of gr a v ity separ ators
and stoners .
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the air In operation , air blowing up through the air chest , deck , and
seeds will stratify the seeds into layers with the heavy seed near the
deck and the light seed in the top layer A combination of deck motion
and air flotation t hen separates the layers into light seed and heavy seed
w ith a "middlings pr oduct" in bet ween A middlings product is always
obtained with a gr a vity separator This middlings pr oduct consists of
large light seed and small heavy seed and usually contains too many
good seed to discard In order to salvage the good seed , the middlings
product is: (1) processed immediately over a grading machine ; (2) ret urned to the head of the line and blended with incoming seed; (3)
proc essed immediately over another gravity with a closer setting;
(4) saved for rerun over the same gravity with a different setting; or
(5) returned immediately to the feed hopoer of the gravity . Last measure
t o be considered is to r eturn the product to the feed hopper of the gravity.
o

0

0

0

0

Adjus t ments
To get efficiency from a gravity the operator must under stand the
t wo distinct movements of the seeds during separation . Seed are stratified i nto vertical layers above the deck After stratification the layers
a r e moved apart by deck motion and air flotation The heavy seeds are
pulled fr om under the light seeds by deck motion because they are in contact with the deck and are conveyed uphill to the high or heavy side
Th e light seeds a re floating on ai r and w i ll move by gravity down hill to
the lower or light s i de of the deck To make a separ ation it is first
necessary to stra tify the seeds into layer s , consequ ently air is a very
im portant adjus t ment
0

0

o

0

0

With too little air , the deck load will be "dead" and the seed will
not stratify into la y ers . With too much air the deck load will "boil"
and the various weight seeds will mix together With proper air adjust ment , the seed stratifies into layers differi ng in weight and , thus they
a r e in position for deck motion and air flotation to move them apart
When properly oper a t ed , a gravity dec k has the following zones: a
stratifying zone , a heavy zone a middlings zone , and a light seed zone
1

0

I

o

o

1

The basic law for specific gravity separations and the three rules
to follow for effi cient operations have been given . These rules along
with additional rules and pri nciples should be closely followed for best
operation of specific gravity separ ators .
The first ru le for efficient operation is t hat particl es of t he same
size will be separ ated by specific gra vity This rule is used when
purifying a seed lot . However , the seed lot must be prec leaned and pr e sized before processing it on the gravity The second rule ~ partic les of
0

0
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the same specifi c gravit y will be separa t ed b y size - is used in upgrading
ger mination or in i ncr easing t est wei ghts . The third r ule is negative in
that it emphasizes that a sepa ration cannot be made when sizes and
specific gravities a r e mi xed . These rules emphasize what can and cannot
be accomplished . The following rules apply to operations and adjustment :
(1) Always adjus t for effici ency first and then adjust for desir ed
capacity with accept able efficiency . Once efficiency has
been obtained any adjustment to gain more capacity will r e duce the effici ency of the separat ion .
(2) Ma k e only one adjust ment and allow t ime for t he deck load
to change completely before making other adjustments . If
mor e t han one adjus t ment is made at a time and/ or ti me i s
not allowed for the deck load t o change , it will be i mposs i b l e
to adjust proper ly . It takes about 26 seconds for t he deck
load on an ' Oliver 50 to change and lar'g er machines t a ke
longer.
(3) Pr oper adjustment i s att a i ned when the mi ddlings pr oduc t
band is as small as possi ble for t he capacity being processed . The middlings product should consist of only
lar ge light and small heavy particles .
Three of the five adjustments on a gr avit y separa t or a r e: (1) air ,
(2) side t ilt , and (3) deck speed . These t hr ee adj ustment s control the
efficiency of a separation but have some effect on capacit y . The ot her
adjustments a r e : (4) end tilt, and (5) feed rate . These last t wo adj u s t ments contr ol capacity but have some effect on effi c i ency.
A properly adj u sted gravity will hav e its dec k covered at all times
with distinct areas of heavy , light and middlings pr oduct s v isible .
A gravity dec k , proper ly covered but wit h sur gi ng or irregular seed
travel indicates t hat somethi ng is mechani cally wrong wit h t he feeder or
the power Look for tags and ptrings in the feeder and slippi ng belts on
the motor
0

o

"Dead" or "blind" spots on the deck i ndi cat e t hat th e dec k cov e r
needs cleani ng and/ or the air filt er s checked for proper i ns t allati on .
If the deck is bare on the heavy side correc t by : (1) decr eas i ng
the air , (2) lowering the left (heavy) s i de , (3 ) i n creas i ng the dec k s peed ,
and (4} raising the bottom .end o :
If the dec k is bare on the light s i de corre ct t he c onditi on by :
(1) increasing air , (2) r ais i ng the heav y side or (3) decr easing the dec k
speed.
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An increase in air will shift the deck load toward the light side
of t he deck while a decrease in air will shift the deck load toward the
heavy side. Too little air results in no stratification and no separation.
Too much air result s in boiling with no stratification and no separation.
Air is the most over used adjustment in specific gravity separations.
Wherev er _QQss i ble use t he other controls so that air may be used to inc r ease the efficiency of the separation.
An increase i n side tilt (raising the heavy side) throws the deck
load toward the light side of the deck while a decrease in side tilt
(lowering the heav y side) throws the deck load toward the heavy side.
A decr ease i n deck speed shifts the deck load toward the light
s i de of the deck while an incr ease in deck speed shifts the deck load
towa r d the heavy side .
Suppose now that we are operating with good efficiency and want
t o increase capacity while maintaining efficiency. First , increase the
feed rate . Increasing the feed rate will throw the deck load toward the
heavy side of the deck . This demands mor e air and/ or side tilt to keep
t he deck load balanced . These adjustments , however , will NOT give as
efficient a separ a t ion as is possible . There are also mor e heavies to
separ ate in the same time so we must also increase the deck speed . It
is necessary , ther efore to follow the following steps for best efficiency
when increasing feed rate: (1) first increase t he feed rate which shifts
t he deck load toward the heavy side (2) then use more than enough air
and/ or side tilt increase to overshift the deck load a reasonable amount
t owar d the light side , (3) finally bring the deck load into balance by
increasing deck speed which will shift the deck load back toward the
heavy side and balance the system. The reverse of these steps apply
if t he feed rate is decreased.
I

1

What happens if the end tilt is increased without adjusting the
feed rate? The dec k load will be thrown toward the light side of the
d e ck because the deck load will be thinner resulting in excessive air
and/or side t ilL This means that the air and/ or side tilt should be reduced t o rebalance the system.
Deck speed must also be increased as there is less time in which
t o pr ocess the heavy seed . So the procedure should b e : (1) incr ease the
end tilt, (2) decr ease the air and/ or side tilt enough to partiall y shift the
deck load back toward the heavy side and (3) finish balancing the
syst em by incr easing the deck speed . Should the end tilt be decr eased
the oppos ite i s true .
1
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Suppose that a separation with high capacity and acceptable efficiency is desired rather than a low capacity separation with high efficiency.
To obtain this: (1) measure the depth of the bed of materials in the
stratifying zone, (2) increase the end tilt a reasonable amount, (3) bring the
bed depth back to its original depth by increasing the feed rate, (4) keep the
air adjustment stationary, (5) then balance the system by increasing the deck
speed to maintain efficiency at the highest possible level . If end tilt and
feed rate are decreased the opposite is true.
The ten mistakes most commonly made by new and inexperienced
gravity separator operators are:
(1) Machine installed on a weak foundation permitting false
vibrations to destroy stratification leading to no separation.
(2) Blowers running backwards resulting in insufficient air.
(3) Operating with excessive air, destroying stratification.
(4) Running with insufficient air to cause stratification.
(5) Attempting to process commodities not suited to a specific
gravity separator.
(6) Using an incorrect deck surface for the seed being processed.
Large seed require decks with large holes and vice versa.
(7) Attempting to get capacity before obtaining efficiency.
(8) Air not clean and/or operating without air filters.
(9) Belt slipping on motor drive causing surging.
(l 0) Protective cover over air filter not removed.
Hopefully , these remarks have been interesting , useful, and have
helped provide a better understanding of the specific gravity separator its
uses and adjustments.
I

ELECTRONIC COLOR SORTING EQUIPMENT
AND ITS APPLICATIONS
Carle Doyle..!/

The high cost of manual labor as well as the increased standards
of quality of finished products have made it necessary to automate the
separation of agricultural products as well as products of industry.
Fundamental requirements of electronic color sorting with particular
r efer ence to the sorttng of some special products will be discussed first
I wou ld also like to describe some unusual applications of this type of
equipment During previous short courses given here at the Seed Technology Laboratory , various aspects of electronic color sorting have been
discussed
For the benefit of those who have not attended these courses ,
I would like to consider certain fundamentals of electronic sorting and at
t he same time elaborate on the different types of equipment available.
o

o
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Basic Principles
To explain the principle of an electronic color sorting machine a
definition of color is needed. The dictionary defines color as the sensati on produced by the different effects of waves of light striking the retina
of the eye
Red and green are produced by rays of light having different
wave lengths
Translating this into more common terms , it means that a
r ed bean will reflect light of a predominately long wave length or low
frequency , while light reflected from a green pea will have a shorter wave
length or higher frequency. By use of certain filters and optical techni ques it is possible to positively differentiate a red object from a gr een
object or any two objects which reflect light at different wave lengths
0

0

I

o

All electronic color sorting machines may be divided into two
fundamental types: the monochromatic and the bichromatic types
In a
monochromatic machine light intensity of a particular wave length reflected fr om the product is compared with the light reflected from a fixed
standard called a background
o

1

o

In a bichromatic machine light reflected from the product is divided
into two paths by a suitable optical system The two light beams are t hen
measured independently for thier intensity in two remote parts of the visual
spectrum o Their values are compared one against the ot her and against a
fixed standard background •
0

..!/ Mr Doyle is associated with Sortex Company of Nort h America ,
Lowell , Michigan , manufacturer of electronic col or s orting equipment
o

o
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Separation of products which have a very close color difference
is possible only with a bichromatic system. This is also true where
the wave lengths of light reflected from the good and from the reject
product are very close. On the other hand , particles which have a wide
color difference can be efficiently separated by a monochromatic system.
There are some exceptions here but they serve as a rough guide for
determining equipment requirements. For example green coffee has a
high quality requirement and demands a very specific green color. The
slightest deviation from this green has to be eliminated. In a bichromatic system lighter beans of a yellow color and darker beans of a
green , brown or black color will be ejected at the same time.
1

1

A typical monochromatic separation would be the separation of
dark particles in rock salt from white salt. In other words the differentiati on · is strictly between dark and light or , as in this particular case
b lack and white .
I

Types of Color Sorters
There are different makes of electronic color sorting machines on
the market today. We at Sortex have eight or nine different versions
currently available for various applications all based on the two fundamental types monochromatic and bichromatic. Although the principle of
operation of all types is the same the design of each model facilitates
handling of particular products.
1

1
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For example the Sort ex G22R one of our older machines is a
monochromatic machine which was designed specifically for the separation
of rice and other small grain. In this machine the optical signals are
processed electronically to activate an electrostatic ejection system.
Rice grains which do not match a preset color standard are individually
charged electrostatically whereas , the acceptable rice grains remain
uncharged. Separation of the charged from the uncharged grains is
achieved by attracting the charged grains toward a plate of opposite
electrostatic charge.
1
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In recent years an air ejection system has replaced the electrostatic rejection system. All new Sortex machines use air ejectors rather
than electrostatic ejectors since technological developments have made
it possible to achieve extremely high efficiencies with air ejection.
The current range of electronic sorting machines manufactured by
the Sortex Company incorporates a precleaning system which enables the
product to be free fr om dust and small particles before it is viewed by
the optics.
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The pr e - cleaning system is divi ded i nto two parts : a vibratory
sieve and a device called an a irleg . The sieve is attached to the input
vibrator system of the machine in such a way that the product has to pass
over it wher e small chips and pieces are removed. After pas sing over
the sieve , the product is fed into the airleg section of the machine. This
is a simple but extremely effective device in the form of a vertical cylinder
through which the pr oduct falls under gr avity against an updraft of air.
In its fall through the air leg , it becomes separated fr om lighter particles
which are suspended and withdrawn by the updraft of afr . By the time the
pr oduct r eaches the bottom it is relatively clean . After pas sing through
these pre- cleaning stages the product is fed through the optical part of
the machine by a continuous feed belt .
1

An additional feature of current Sortex machines is a system
which provides a curtain of air across the optical components which prev ents dus t buildup . Cleanliness of the machines can be maintained with
a mi nimum of manua·i labor.

Uses of Color Sorters
A wide range of industries are now regularly using electronic color
sorting machines . The coffee bean , pea pecan walnut , peanut cas hew nut , and rice industries form the largest percentage of users . However such exotic pr oducts as gum a rabic and gum karaya from Afri ca and
Asia a r e now sort ed electr onically . Higher purity and germi nation
requir ements and a need for almost total eliminati on of weed seeds has
focused attention on the electr onic color sort er as a seed separator.
While such separ a ti ons a r e possible on a laboratory scale it w i ll still
take sever al years before machines become available for electronic sorting
of large quantitie s of small seeds for commercial pur poses
1
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The list of pr oducts handled in the world by electr onic color
sorti ng machines grows long er each day . Electronic sorting of materi als
is achieved today which was consider ed completely impossible five years
ago . Electronic color sorting · machines are being used in the diamond
industry for t he separation of industrial d i amonds . Machines i n Japan
have been successfully used for the separati on of pearls to remove those
which do not meet satisfactory color standards . The range of minerals
currently being sorted by electr onic color sorters inclu des r oc k salt
limestone , quartz , copper ore and gold or e .
I

Her e again machi nes for handling very small sizes -· under 1/ 4
in diameter - a r e uneconomical because of low capacitie s . Howev er , i n
the not too distant future parti cles t he size of sand will be separ ated on
the basis of color . A machi ne is now available for the separ ation of items
up to 6 and 7 i n diameter . Capacity is as much as 50 tons per hour o
11
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Other problems have been attemped, though not necessarily
solved , in an effort to help certain industries meet requirements
Some
of the problems may seem to be completely unrealistic but as mentioned
earlier some of the products being sorted today were considered impossible five years ago There is no way to know what the future holds
and only time and research will provide the answers.
0

o

In Michigan recently an attempt was made to sort candies which
were wrapped in aluminum foil from those candies on which the foil was
damaged Our Research and Development Department was asked some
time ago to sort buttons, and the particular problem was not a color
separation o
o

We were asked to separate buttons which had four holes from
butt ons which had , through faults in the manufacturing process l, 2, or
3 holes We have been asked to sort timber, ball bearings, scrap metal,
coal , and many other strange products
o

0

These examples may give you some idea of the variety of articles
which can or one day will be sorted electronically.

HUMIDITY CONTROL OF SEED STORAGE AREAS
Fulton M

Cooke

0

1./

Since all of you are intimately concerned with the value of the
seed which you are handling , it is most vital to you that this value be
maintained from t he time the seed are processed into storage until
such time as they are removed and passed on to the ultimate user.
We in the ai r conditioning industry do our best to be specialists in
the design and fabrication of air conditioning systems which will provide
temperature and humidity control to any customer ' s requirements. We
know how to achieve and maintain wide variations in temperatures and
humidity , but it is from each individual industry's requirements that we
must lear n what conditions should be maintained for best results in their
particular applications
0

Therefore we look to you in the seed industry and particularly
to research organizations such as that here at Mississippi State University
for guide lines in the optimum conditions for the storage of seed to maintain viability during long term storage. We do see some variation in the
temperature and humidity requirements stated by the various concerns who
come to us for assistance in maintaining control in seed storage areas.
Temperatures usually fall between 40° and 60° Fahrenheit and relative
humidities of 40 to 50% seem to be most desirable. A rule of thumb which
we have used we hope correctly is that the temperature (in °F.) and
humidity (in%) i.n a seed storage area should add up to 100.
1

1
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The main purpose of this disc u ssion is to try to familiarize each
of you with the terminology used in the air conditioning industry so that
you will understand the questions which we ask and the explanations
which we give to you in analyzing any individual requirement for controlled temperature and humidity in seed storage.
I

Terminology and Basic Data
The tool most frequently used by the air conditioning engineer is
the psychrometric chart This shows on a single sheet of paper the relationships between temperatures , humidities dew points , etc. It is
probably best that we define each of the terms which we use and show
o
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- Mr. Cooke is General Manager of Dryomatic Division , LogEtronics ,
Inc. , Alexandria , Virginia manu facturers of dehumidification equipment.
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you on a psychrometric shart how they are to be found . On this particular psychrometric chart (Chart No . 1) , the dry bulb temperatures are
shown as vertical lines , with temperatures increasing to the right.
Thus the freezing temperature of 32° is to be found toworEl the left
hand side of the chart and the summerconditionof950 is_to_pe found
toward the right . These dry bulb temperatures are the figures normally
used in every day terminolog y in talking about temperature .
1

We also have wet bulb temperatures which are measured by
putting a wet wic k on a thermometer bulb and passip.g air rapidly over
the bulb . The evaporation of the moisture in the wick gives us a wet
bulb temperature. These wet bulb temperatures are shown on the
psychrometric chart as sloping lines starting at the saturation curve
on the left hand side of the chart . Thus if readings were taken and
found to be 7 0° dry bulb and 7 0° wet bulb , we would be at the saturation curve and the relative humidity would be 100%. If , on the other
hand , we observed readings of 7 0° dry bulb and 61° wet bulb , the
intersection of these two lines fall on a relative humidity curve of 60%.
This family of relative humidity curves can be seen to fall on the chart
in a fashion similar to the saturation curve.
1

I
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Each relative humidity curve thus is the proportion of saturation
of a sample of air at any given temperature . If we raise the temperature
of the sample , the relative humidity will be reduced. If we lower the
temperature of the sample of air , we will be increasing the relative
hUI;pidity . If we lower the temperature to the extent that the relative
humJ:dity rises to 100% , we can now measure the dew point temperature
of'lhe air sample - the temperature at which condensation will start to
form . An example of this would be if our room air at 7 0° dry bulb and
61° wet bulb should happen to be in contact with a cold water pipe or
a glass window at 550 dry bulb or lower , the air in the immediate
vicinity of the cold surface will be at the dew point of the room condition , and condensation would form on the cold surface.
~.

We have now talked about dry bulb temperature , wet bulb temperature relative humidity , and dew point temperature . The other term
used by the air conditioning industry is absolute humidity . This signifies the total amount of moisture in each pound of dry air and is usually
expressed in grains of moisture , the grain being one 7 OOOth of a pound
weight . Absolute humidities are shown on the right hand margin of the
psychrometric chart and correspond with all of the horizontal lines on
this chart.
I
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The control of temperature and humidity in a stor age a r ea is
achieved with various components of air conditioning equipment. As
you know a cooling coil and fan are required , but the cooling coil
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by itself will maintain only temperature , and not necessarily humidity

at the same time . For this reason many air conditioning systems consist of a fan , a cooling coil , and a re-heating coil which raises the
temperature leaving the cooling coil to achieve the proper temperature
and humidity . This process i s shown on the psychrometric chart
(Chart No . 2). When very low absolute humidities are required, it
is often difficult and expensive to ach i eve these low humidities w~th
refrigeration alone . Dehumidifiers using liquid or solid desiccants
fill this gap , since, when used in conjunction with air conditioning
equipment , they can provide humidity control at low levels where a
cooling coil alone would encounter problems with frost (see Chart
No . 3). These desiccant dehumidifiers absorb moisture from the
air stream in vapor form , and r~tain it until such time as it is rejected to outdoors in a separate a ir circuit. Dehumidification
equipment usually falls into the dry desiccant type in small system~ ,
and wet systems using salt solutions come into play with extremely
large air volumes. Thus , for seed storage applications, dry desiccant systems are almost invariably the loQi cal choice of equipment.
These dehumidifiers incorporate one or two 'beds of dry desiccant , the
material being used usually being silica gel or activated alumina.
These substances are manufactured from natural silica and alumina and
in their manufactured form they are . granular in nature and e x tremely
porous . For instance , a single gram weight of silica gel will have as
much as 800 square meters of pore surface area , and is capable of
absorbing as much as 40% of its own weight in water vapor. The
two-bed dehumidifiers normall y used on storage applications consist of cylindrical baskets or flat beds containing desiccant, usually
four inches deep in direction of air flow . Air from the storage room
is passed through one of these beds and the moisture is removed in
this process. The temperature of the air being dried increases by as
much as thirty ro fort y degrees in passing through the bed. While one
bed is drying air from the controlled space , the other bed is being
reactivated , using outside air which is heated inside the machine,
usually with electric heaters, and the moisture is driven out by the
warm air and rejected to outdoor s . The beds alternate back and
forth on a programmed time cycle so that maximum efficiency is
maintained . More recently , process requirements in modern industry
have necessita t ed the design of rotary dehumi difiers which have a
single bed divided into two a ir streams by means of sealing strips
which pr event the two air flows from mixing. The end result is much
the same except that rotar y equipment tends to h ave a higher capacity
for a given volume of air being handled by the dehumidifier.
Desiccant dehumidifiers are not affected b y the freezing of
moisture , and can handle air at temperatures from minus 400 to plus
17 5° as long as the appropriate des i ccant is selected for the applica tions . Thus it is logical on seed storage application to u s e de s i ccant
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dehumidification s i nce the dew points re quired in these areas are at or
bel ow fr eez1ng t emperatures i n many cases , and thus ma i ntenance of
t emperatur e and humi dity becomes more complicated and more expensive
if handled solely w ith cooling coils .

Constructi on
Now that we hav e discussed the terminology -and the equipment
which we i n the air conditioning industry would apply to the stora ge of
seed fo r temperature and humidity contr ol , let us discuss an equally
importan t po i nt , the ty pe of constru ction which should be used for seed
stora ge areas to keep th e firs t cost and operating costs of t he air conditio ni ng equipment a t a minimum Ther e i s a tremendous difference in
the type of cons tru cti on whi ch should be specified for str aight temperat ure control as compa r ed with humidity contr ol . A fairly loosely constr ucted build ing w ith nor mal insulation can easily be ma inta i ned at a
given temperatur e i n the comfort ra nge . When temperatures down to
50 degrees are des ired , of cour se the qual ity of and the thickness of
the insulation shoud be increased . However , humidity is quite another
matter for moistur e will migrate from one area to anotfier of lower
absolute humidity at a fantastic rate , moving thr ough the smallest
cracks around door s and w i ndows a nd through building materials themselves . Thus fo r low humidity applications , it is essential that adeq uat e va por barr ier s be i ncluded i n the constr uc tion and that they be
in stalled w ith the gr eatest of car e to make sur e that all joints are properly sealed Vapor barriers can consis t of vapor proof paints , although
a s u perior sealing job can be achieved with a plasti c film or aluminum
foil barrier . We would strongly r ecommend that one or the other of these
materials be used for all seed storage construction to minimize the dehu midification load
o
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Let me emphas iz e that the cos t of a good vapor barrier is not high
for films are very inexpensive ; as long as they a r e applied during constructio n of the r oom rathe r than as a n afterthought. The reduced first cost of
dehumid ification equ ipment w ill more than justify a good vapor seal , and
oper ating costs w il l also be r edu ced appreciably . Since every c rack i n
t h e building cons truction will be a source of moisture migration i nto the
controlled space , all possible sour ces of cracks should be e liminated.
One ofthe pri me sourc es .j. s w i ndows If an existing buildi ng i s to be turned i n t o a seed s t ora ge area , we would r ecommend that the w indows be
permanently sealed shut and that a second layer of glass or plasti c be
i ns ta lled i ns i de the existing w i ndow to furt he r reduce any poss i bility of
moisture move ment thro ugh the c r acks i n and around the window frame .
Doors should alwa y s be weather s trip ped 1 and i n fac t most high qualit y
seed s t orage a r eas u se r efrigerator type door s which incorporate the highI

o
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est quality of sealing. The floor and the ceiling of these areas should
not be forgotten. Concrete floors are the normal material which we
encounter and it is relatively simple to apply to these concrete floors a
vapor sealing paint which will effectively reduce moisture migration through
the concrete . However if the structure is being built for the purpose a
vapor proof membrane can be incorporated in the concrete below the top
surface. In many cases we encounter existing areas which the customer
wishes to turn into a seed storage room where the ceiling will consist
of dry wall construction suspended acoustic ceiling or equivalent.
These materials are as porous as a sponge and we strongly recommend
that all ceilings be modified to include a vapor barrier of film or
aluminum foil. Penetrations of the ceiling for flush light fixtures or air
conditioning ducts can frequently cause a serious problem of moisture
leakage into the areas and should therefore be given appropriate treatment.
I

I

I
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Since it will often happen that the air conditioning equipment for
a seed storage room will be physically located outside the room we would
also like to emphasize that the air conditioning equipment itself and the
inter-connecting ductwork can be a prime source of moisture leakage
adding to the dehumidification load. If the cooling equipment must be
installed outside the controlled area, and it is definitely preferable that
it be installed inside in our opinion then the inter-connecting ductwork
and the casing of the air handling equipment must be carefully sealed to
prevent moisture leakage. It is a common misconception that any space
can be pressurized by adding air to it through the air conditioning system
to prevent the infiltration of moisture. This is largely ineffective because water vapor can move rapidly against a moving air stream if the
vapor pressure of the moisture on the outside of the room is much higher
than the vapor pressure of the moisture within the room. It would not be
unusual for instance for the motive force trying to move moisture into the
room to be as high as l / 2 11 of mercury. l / 2 11 of mercury is equivalent to
a 1/ 4 lb per square inch so this should give you some feeling for the
magnitude of the motive force trying to move water vapor from outdoors
into a seed storage area.
1
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It is hard to visualize how rapidly moisture will move to equalize

its pressure. But a common example we are all familiar with is how the
odor of coffee brewing on the kitchen stove gets us out of bed in the
morning. That odor was carried to your bedroom with water vapor from the
boiling pot.
Beyond the construction of the room itself the usage of the room
becomes an important factor in estimating the dehumidification load. The
number of employees working in a seed storage area should be kept to a
minimum since the moisture load given off by the occupants is quite appreciable. The number of times per hour that the doors are used is also
a n important factor and should be kept to a minimum. If t her e i s
1
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considerable pr odu c t mov e ment i n a n d out of t he s t orage area , thought
s h ou ld be given to the u se of a n a irl oc k or v estibule such t hat there is
no clear pas sa ge for moi s ture mov ement fr om outdoors to t he storage
room since only one door will be open a t a ti me o
Obv iously , the s i ze of t he s t orage area should not be larger than
a bsolut ely necessary If seeds a r e to be s t or ed in a large warehouse ,
it makes far mor e sense t o t r eat a cor ner of the warehou se pr operly than
to a tt empt to dehumi dify t he entir e v olume of the s tructure o After the dehumid i.fication and air conditi.oning equ ipment hav e been i ns t alled do
not for g et t hat it w ill t ake a considerable peri od of time t o remove all of
the moistur e from the s truc ture it self and fr om t he products s t ored in the
r oom before design conditions a r e r eached o Thi s is known as pull ~ down
ti me and may be as long as sev eral wee k s depending upon the nature of
th e hygr oscopi c materials w ithin the s pace when t he system is first u sed.
0
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The maintenance r equired for des i c c ant dehumi dificat ion equ i p ~
ment is nor mally very small o Cleani ng of t he inlet air fil t e r s and oiling
of the fan motors is normally t he t ot al ext ent of mai nt enance r equired o
The life of t he desiccant s themselves is nor mally three t o fi v e years , so
t hat you should not need t o be concerned about frequent replacement of
t he basic ma t e rial The fi r s t cost of the equipment will of course vary
w i dely , dependi ng upon t he conditions which must be maintained and the
size of t he space w hich i s t o be dehu midified and the usage of the space
as descri bed abov e o Ne alwa y s pr efer to make individual job surveys
befor e s ubmitti ng estimat es of the equi pment cost , and we a r e r epresented
in most major U oS citi es by r epr esentativ es qua lifi ed to make these
surveys and s ubmit est imates t o you of the equ ipment r equir ed o
0

0

I would li k e t o r efer you t o a copy of our Inquiry Data Sheet to
show y ou how inter est ed we a r e i n the details of construction and usage o
All these facts a r e i nfor mation we must have to deter mine the pr oper
equipment t o meet your needs o
Summary
I hope t hat I hav e not exposed you to t oo many technic al t e r ms
which might cau se y ou t o be confused o I hope t ha t I ha v e given you a
better unders andi.ng of t he air conditioning and dehumi dlfica t ion equ ip~
ment which will be r equ ir ed to maintain temperature and humi dity control
in a seed st orage a r ea and a bette r idea of the pr ecautions w hlch should
be taken in bui lding t hese a r eas t o mini mize t he first cos t and operating
co s t of the equipment which mus t be oper ated t o maintain the vi ability of
se eds under long t e r m stor age conditions o
1
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GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
FOR
ECONOMICAL SEED STORAGE
James M. Beckl/

Most people now know that seeds must be stored under favorable
conditions if they are to retain their quality for more than one year What
conditions are required? Moisture content of the seed and temperature
of the storage areas are of first importance. Since moisture content of
seed is directly related to the humidity of the surrounding atmosphere,
the relative humidity of the storage area is of vital importance .
o

Moisture content of the seed is the single most important factor
controlling rate of deterioration . Low humidity means low seed moisture.
Within certain limits decreasing moisture by l percent almost doubles
the life of the seed. A seed storage facility must therefore have design
characteristics that make it possible to maintain low humidity and
economically maintain the temperature at the required level.

Temperature and Humidity Conditions
Specific conditions vary for the kind of seed stored; however, it
is a generally accepted practice to maintain seed storage rooms at a
temperature of 60-70° F. and a relative humidity of 50 percent or less in
order to keep most kinds of seed viable for 2-5 years. When seed stocks,
breeding materials, and foundation seed must be kept viable for longer
periods of time, it is necessary to maintain the storage temperature and
relative humidity at lower levels If the storage atmosphere is kept at a
temperature of 40-50° F . and a relative humidity of 50 percent or less ,
most types of seed will remain viable for 8-2 0 years .
0

Construction Requ irements
'

There are two important factors to cons i der before deciding upon
the type construction and equipment needed for a seed storage facility.
First, what are the design conditions -- what temperature and relative

1/ Mr. Beck is Engineer Technician, Seed Technology Laboratory,
Mississippi Agricultural Experiment Station, State College , Mississippi.

humidity will be required inside the storage space , and what are the outside conditions? Second, regardless of the design conditions, a basic
requirement for every installation is the determination of the heat load of
the structures
Once the heat load has been calculated , the selection
of equipment , and the design of the system can be readily determined o
The necessity for an accurate heat loss calculation cannot be overemphasized o It is not just a question of the refrigeration and
dehumidification unit being large enough ,· but of selecting the exact size
required to secure optimum performance
Maximum efficiency and economy
are attained only when the cooling equipment operates most of the time;
this is particularly true when the dehumidification is by mechanical refriger ation Cooling equipment cycles with the load demand; therefore , it is
not merely a question of selecting equipment large enough to meet the
demand, but also of determining the size required to obtain optimum perfor mance o Both excessive over- sizing and under-sizing must be avoided.
o

0

o

To emphasize the i mportance of design let us consider some of
t he factors that affect the heat load There are four general sources of
heat: (1) wall heat gain , (2) air changes (3) product load , and (4) miscellaneous loads , such as the heat gain from men working in the room,
lights, electric motors and other heat producing equipment
1

0

1

0

The heat gain through walls , floors and ceilings will vary with
the following factors: types of insulation thickness of insulation , construction , outside wall areas and temperature difference between
refrigerated space and ambient air
1

1

0

Does insulation tend to keep the cold from getting out of a storage
room or does it tend to keep the heat from getting into the room? To be
consistent with the second law of thermodynamics; namely , that heat flows
down the temperature hill we should say that the function of insulation is
to impede. the flow of heat from the warmer space to the cooler space
1

o

Heat is transmitted by three methods - - conduction , convection
and radiation All thr ee means operate in the case of insulation Let us
briefly examine the principles underlying these methods and then attempt
t o understand the "why" of insulation
o

o

0

The transfer of heat by conduction is brought about by the rapid
back and forth movement of the molecules of the mater ial as they are
heated on the warm side . Surface molecules t r ansmit this motion to the
next layer of molecules below the surface This next layer than trans mits the movement to a third layer and so on until the heat (fast
molecules) finally appear on the colder side of the materi al. Thu s , we
can see that a dense material would more easily conduct heat than a less
dense mateiial
Metals , in general , a r e better heat conductors than
non-metals. .
o

o

41
Convection takes pla.ce only in liquids and gases. It is the movement of air (or liquid) as a result of the reduction in density caused by a
rise in temperature. The simple war m air furnace transmits heat by
convection .
Heat is transmitted by radiation in the form of a wave motion.
Heat from the sun is transmitted to the earth's atmosphere by radiation.
Transmission by radiation can be decreased by causing the heat wave to
strike a metal surface such as aluminum , from which it will be largely
reflected . Ins u lation can be arranged to reflect heat.
Insulation Requirements
All materials conduct heat. Insulation is "designed" to reduce the
flow of heat. Certain mater ials such as metals are good conductors of heat
while others are poor conductor s. Ther efore , insulation is prepared from a
poor conductor such as glass , rock , or rubber. Furthermore , the greater
the density the better the conduction, so to decrease the conduction, the
material is usually pulvarized.
Heat also flows by convection, so if there are small air spaces
between the pieces of glass , rock , or rubber , the heat flow through the
insulation will have to be transmitted from the material to the small
pocket of air, and from one small pocket of wire to the next particle of
material and so on. By making the air pocket small , it is very difficult
for the heat to get through the pocket, since heat transmission through
air is largely by convection, air itself being a poor conductor .
Glass, a dense material and a poor conductor of heat, may be
"spun" into a light weight construction material similar to cotton batting
to make one of the best forms of insulation. This material combines low
conductivity , low density and many air spaces . Rubber , plastics, wood
and stone are likewise treated to form cellulose or foam types of insulation.
Another form of i nsulation consists of a series of sheets of aluminum
foil that reduces the heat flow by reflecting the radiant heat. This multipledeck sandwich of aluminum foil and air spaces provi de a very effective
insulation.
The requirements of a good insulation ma y be summarized as follows :
(l)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

.High resistance to heat flow.
Reasonable cost.
Moisture resistan t.
Fireproof.
Low heat capacity .

42

(6) Vermin and rodent repellant.
(7 ) Long life.
Vapor Proofing
It should be pointed out that insulating and vapor-proofing are not
necessarily the same thing . A well insulated space can have a high degree
of moisture leakage . So special attention must be given to vapor-proofing
the room, over and above whatever thermal insulation may be r equired . It is
usually necessar y to consider the application of a special vapor barrier
either over existing building construction or incorporated into new building
structures t o reduce the amount of vapor transmission to the minimum
required for an economical humidity control system .

There are a considerable number of commercial vapor barrier materials
available such as polyethylene film , aluminized mylar , waterproof papers,
aluminum sheeting , aluminum or epoxy paints , mastic and other s. Specific
information on these is available from the manufacturers . The particular
selection will depend on the size of the room 1 anticipated vapor pressure
differential, and the economic facto r s involved.
The placement of a vapor barri er is also very important . It is
usually placed on the warm side of the wall in order to keep the insulation
dry; however 1 this has certain disadvantages . The warm side of the wall
is subjected to temperature changes which cause expansion and contraction
of the vapor barri e r material . If cracks develop , they can not be easily
detected and repaired because they are hidden behind the i nsulation .
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REGISTRATION LIST
1966 SEEDSMEN'S SHORT COURSE

ALABAMA

CALIFORNIA

1 • H . N • Brown
Brown & Company
Faunsdale , Alabama

10. Ray Barbee
Waldo Rohnert Company
Hollister, California

2 • Bill Gregg
Alabama Crop Improvement Assoc.
Auburn , Alabama

11. Dick Stanton
Pacific Oil Seeds, Inc.
Woodland, California

3. Vernon Hastings
H. Kennedy Seed Company
Summerdale, Alabama

COLORADO

12 • William D . Munroe
Oliver Mfg. Co.
Rocky Ford , Colorado

4 • Robert Hill
Moorer Seed Company
Prattville , Alabama .

DELAWARE

5 • D. L . McKeown
H . Kennedy Seed· Company
Summerdale, Alabama

13 • T • C . Ryker
E . I. DuPont De Nemours
Wilmington , Delaware

6.

7.

G . M. Moore
Alabama State Dept. of Agric.
Montgomery, Alabama
Pau1 Young
Alabama Crop Improvement Assoc.
Auburn , Alabama

FLORIDA

14. R. V. Legere
Carpco Research & Eng. ,
Inc .
Jacksonville , Florida
GEORGIA

ARKANSAS
8. Alton Fryer
Warren & Coody Grain Co.
Eudora , Arkansas
9 • Sid Stephens
Morton Chemical Company ·
Little Rock , Arkansas

15. Charli e Blackwell
Foundati on Seeds , Inc.
Athens , Georgia
16. Willie L . Corley
Georgia Experiment Station
Experiment , Geor gia
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17

18

19

. '(j};;;rt.~f"
<"'("

21

22

25

26

29

33

23

30

31

34

35

36

47

GEORGIA (CONT'D)

ILLINOIS (CONT'D)

17. Harold Fesmire
Green & Jackson Seed Co .
Byron , Georgia

2 7. Bernard Dahlqui~t
Funk Bros . Seed Company
Bloomington, Illinois

18 . John Hinson
Blue Springs Plantation ·
Albany , Georgia

2 8. Mrs . Bernard Dahlquist
Funk Bros. Seed Company
Bloomington, Illinois .

19. Charles E. Jackson
Southeastern Seed & Elevator
Perry, Georgia

29. Lee Huey
Huey Seed Company
Carthage, Illinois

2 0 . Sammie B . Parkman
Foundation Seeds, Inc.
Athens , Georgia

3 0. Lyle Van Horn
Van Horn Hybrids , Inc.
Cerro Gordo , Illinois

21. Mrs . Sammie B. Parkman
Foundation Seeds, Inc.
Athens , Georgia

31. Herschel Wahls
Funk Bros. Seed Company
Bloomington , Illinois

22. G. M . Smithson
Paul Hattaway Company
Cordele, Georgia

INDIANA

2 3 . Burt Strange
Strange Farms
Ellaville, Georgia
24. Herb Williams
Morton Chemical Company
Chamblee, Georgia

32. Lawrence Beck
Beck's Hybrids
Atlanta , Indiana

33. John Gerard
Ind. Crop Imp. Assoc . , Inc.
Lafayette , Indiana

ILLINOIS

34. Jay W . Har den
Mitchell Farms
Windfall , Indiana

2 5 • P . W. Burrows
Burrows Equipment Company
Evanston , Illinois

35. Don Ke ll
Ind . Crop Imp . Assoc., Inc.
Lafa y ette, Indiana

2 6. John Cole
Huey Seed Company
Carthage , Illinois

36. Winnie Mat his
Silv e r Lane Hy brids , Inc.
Remington , Indiana

37

38

39

44

45

46

47

52

53

54

55

49
INDIANA

CONT ' D )

KENTUCKY (CONT ' D)

37 . Ross Syl er
Syler, Inc .
Plymouth , Indiana

46 . Mrs . Overt Carroll
Carroll Seed Company
Mu nfordville , Kentucky

IOWA

4 7 • Ja mes Carroll
Carr oll Seed Company
Munfor dville , Kentucky

38

0

C • W o Ritter , Jr.
Tr oja n Seed Company
Sac City I Iowa

KANSAS

48 . Norval A . Colbert
Soil Conserva tion Service
Quic k sand , Kentu cky

3 9 • Jim D • Benn ett
W . R . Gr ace & Company
Ru dy~ Pa trick Divi sion
Hutchinson , Kansas

49o Mr s . Norval A . Colbert
Soil Conserva ti on Service
Quicks and , Kentucky

40

50 . Charles Dobbs
Goodman & Dobbs Seed Co .
Hardins burg Kentuc ky

o

Gary D u ncan
Paymas t e r Seed Farms
Leoti , Ka n sas

41 . Jack Ford
Paymaster Seed Farms
Leoti , Ka n sas
42

43

o

o

I

51. Mr s . Charle s Dobbs
Goodman & Dobb s Seed Co o
Hardi ns burg , Kentuc ky
52 . Fr an k Honc hell
Sunrise Seed Service
Kevil , Kent ucky

Orv ille D . Kohls
W . R . Gra ce Company
Rud y - Patrick S e ed Division
Hutc hinson , Kansas

LOUISIANA

Gail E . Sharp
S harp Brother s Seed Compa ny
Healey , Ka n sas

53 • Ol e n D o Curtis
LSU Cooperativ e Ext Ser .
Bat on Rouge , Lou i siana
0

44. Mrs. Gail E o Shar p
Shar p Brother s Seed Company
Healey , Kansas

54 . Har old J . Daigle
Amer ican Rice Grower s
W e l ch , Louisi ana

KENTUCKY

55 . Lawr e n ce John son
Amer ican Rice Gr owers
w ·elch , Lou isi ana

45

0

Ov e rt Carroll
Carr;oll S eed Company
Munfor dvil le , Kentucky

65

64

67

72

-

73

69

74

71

75

LOUISIANA (CONT'D)

MICIDGAN (CONT'D)

56. R. W . McPherson
McPherson & Associates
Monroe Louisiana

6 6. Mrs. Virgil Frevert
Crippen Mfg. Co.
Alma Michigan

57. John Meredith
Southern Seedsmen's Assoc.
Shreveport Louisiana

67. Jim Henderson
A. T. Ferrell & Co.
Saginaw , Michigan

58. Mrs. John Meredith
Southern Seedsmen ' s Assoc.
Shreveport Louisiana

68. Mrs. Jim Henderson
A. T. Ferrell & Co.
Saginaw, Michigan

59. Darby Miller
Louisiana Seed Company
Alexandria, Louisiana

69. Max Irelan
A. T. Ferrell & Co.
Saginaw, Michigan

60. Earl Sonnier
Rice Experiment Station
Crowley Louisiana

70. Mrs . Max Irelan
A. T. Ferrell & Co.
Saginaw, Michigan

61. Jerry Thomas
Terrell-Norris Seed Co.
Lake Providence, Louisiana

MINNESOTA

I

I

1

I

1

71. George Durkot
Carter-Day Company
Minneapolis, Minnesota

62. E. S. Voelker
Louisiana Seed Company
Alexandria, Louisiana

72. Ted Olson
Trojan Seed Company
Olivia, Minnesota

63. E. H. White
Terrell-Norris Seed Company
Lake Providence Louisiana

73. Mrs. Ted Olson
Trojan Seed Company
Olivia Minnesota

I

MICHIGAN
64. Carle Doyle
Sortex Co. of North America
Lowell, Michigan
65. Virgil Frevert
Crippen Mfg. Co.
Alma Michigan
I

I

I

Inc.

7 4. Hal Underwood
Carter-Day Company
Minneapolis , Minnesota
MISSISSIPPI
7 5 • W. A. Boone
Quaker Oats Co.
Clarksdale, Mississippi

52

86

89

79

78

77

76

I

88

87

90

91

94

95

93

53

MISSISSIPPI (CONT 'D)

MISSISSIPPI (CONT ' D)

7 6 • L . M . Fisher
Miss. Dept. ofAgric.
Ridgeland , Mississippi

86. James McShan
Schlater
Mississippi

77. Miller Flowers
Miss. Seed Imp. Assoc.
State College , Mississippi

87. E. E. Newsom
Hollandale Seed & Delinting
Co .
Hollandale , Mississippi

78. W . T. Gilbert
Sawan , Inc.
Columbus , Mississippi

88. Heywood Norman
Mississippi Federated Coop.
Canton , Mississippi

79. J . T . Greenfield
Quaker Oats Company
Greenville , Mississippi
80

0

89. J. F . O ' Bryant
Walcott & Steele , Inc.
Greenville , Mississippi

Walker Guerry
Miss Seed Imp. Assoc.
State College Mississippi

90. Mrs. J. F . O ' Bryant
Walcott & Steele , Inc .
Greenville , Mississippi

0

1

81

o

James F. Hawkins
Norfolk Corp A .A .L.
Lake Cormorant , Mississippi
o

82

83

0

0

H . M ~ Jordan
Jordan Wholesale Co. , Inc
Cleveland , Mississippi
Donald McShan
Schlater
Mississippi

84. H . C. McShan
Schlater
Mississippi
85 . Mrs. H. C . McShan
Schlater
Mississippi

o

910 Noble Pace

Columbus
Mississippi
9 2 • Dave Ranney
Delta Branch Experiment
Station
Stoneville , Mississippi
93. H. P. Sage
Quaker Oats Co .
Drew , Mississ i ppi
94. Jack Shu lts
Deer Cr eek Elevator
Rolli ng Fork Mississippi
I

95. Perry Smith
Miss. Federated Coop.
Canton , Mississippi

54

104

105

.W.

110

55
MISSISSIPPI (CONT ' D)

MISSOURI (CONT'D)

96. Allen Spraggins
Refuge Plantation
Greenville, Mississippi

106. G. C. Bryars
Chemagro Corp.
Kansas City, Missouri

97 .

P. S . Stovall
Hollandale Seed & Delinting
Company
Hollandale, Mississippi

107. Joe Charm ella
W. R. Grace & Co.
Rudy-Patrick Seed Div.
Kansas City, Missouri

9 8.

Richard Stovall
Hollandale Seed & Delinting
Company
Hollandale 1 Mississippi

108.

99.

L. D . Ulrich
Mississippi Federated Coop.
Cantoh, M(ssissippi

100. G. F . Vaughn
Miss. Dept. of Agric.
Jackson, Mississippi
101 .

Bill Wallace
Wallace Equipment Company
Cleveland , Mississippi

102. Leonard Warren
Barron and Company
Crystal Springs, Mississippi

Bert Cowan
Rolla Feed Mills
Rolla, Missouri

109. Albert Smith, Jr.
Missouri Farmers Assoc.,
Inc.
Marshall, Missouri
110. Don Spicknall
Missouri Farmers Assoc.,
Iric.
La Belle , Missouri
NEBRASKA
111. William T. Wheeler
SuperGene Quality Seeds
Lincoln , Nebraska
NEW JERSEY

103. Jack Wilson
Hollandale Seed & Delinting
Company
Hollandale Mississippi
I

104. Jim Worsham
Sawan, Inc.
Columbus , Mississippi
MISSOURI
105. Charles J . Black
Missouri Farmers Assoc., Inc.
Marshall , Missouri

112. Carl Lowry
Campbell Soup Company
Camden , New Jersey
NORTH CAROLINA
113 .

J . Wiley Earp
North Carolina Dept. of
Agric. ·
Raleigh , North Carolina

56

'\
114

115

116

119

120

122

123

126

124

127

57
NORTH CAROLINA (CONT'D)

OHIO (CONT'D)

114.

Horace Hull
Watson Seed Farms, Inc.
Rocky Mount, North Carolina

123.

115

Joseph Isaac Lewis
North Carolina Dept. of
Agric.
Raleigh, North Carolina

OREGON

0

116 • Robert Loe
McNair Seed Company
Laurinburg, North Carolina
117.

Fred L. McHan
North Carolina Dept. of
Agric.
Clemmons, North Carolina

118.

H. G. McKay
McKay Seed Company
Maiden, North Carolina

119 • Thomas Nunalee
North Carolina Crop Imp .
Association
Raleigh, North Carolina
12 0.

Lee D. Robinson
McKay Seed Company
Catawha, North Carolina

121. John W. Stallings
R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co ~
Merry Hill, North Carolina
OHIO
122

0

Max Wallace
Cadiz Seed Company
Cadiz, Ohio

Mrs. Max Wallace
Cadiz Seed Company
Cadiz, Ohio

124. Kent Wiley
William K. Wiley Co.
Portland, Oregon
SOUTH CAROLINA
125.

D. B. Clark
Coker's Pedigreed Seed.
Company
Hartsville, South Carolina

126.

Henry,Odom
Coker's Pedigreed Seed
Company
Hartsville, South Carolina

TENNESSEE
127 . David Hurt, Jr.
Hurt Seed Company
Halls , Tennessee
128o

Mrs o David Hurt
Hurt Seed Company
Halls, Tennessee

129. Robert McPherson
Farmers Implement &
Seed Company
Dyersburg , Tennessee
130. Jean Patterson
Baker Seed Lab
Memphis, Tennessee

132

133

134

145

147

148

149

150

TENNESSEE

TEXAS (CONT ' D)

131 .

141. Tony Sch1aeger
Seaberg Rice Company
Dayton , Texas

Jimmy Payne
Payne Bros. Seed Co.
Gallatin , Tennessee

132. J. B. Shelton
Tennessee Farmers Coop.
Jackson, Tennessee

142 . A . 0. Schrandt
High Plains Research
Foundation
Plainview , Texas

TEXAS
133 . Carl Carter
Paymaster Seeds
Plainview Texas

143. Ken Skarien
Seeds men ' s Digest
San Antonio , Texas

I

144.
134.

L. T . Cooper
High Plains Research
Foundation
Plainview, Texas

135. Coy Frizzell
Seaberg Rice Company
Dayton , Texas

145 • E . B . Uhland
DeKalb Agric . Assoc. ,
Inc.
Lubbock , Texas
146

136 . Edward M . Hary Jr.
Foundation Seed
Tex as A & M University
College Station, Texas

0

I

13 7 .

Richard W. Holekamp
Richar d's Sales & Services
Comfort Texas
I

13 8 .

Mrs . Richard W. Hol e kamp
Richard's Sales & Services
Comfort, Texas

Mrs . Ken Skarien
Seeds men's Digest
San Antonio , Texas

Jack Willis
Conley Seed Company
Waco , Texas

14 7 . Robert H Wood
Asgrow Seed Company
San Antonio , Texas
o

VIRGINIA
148.

P . F . Baumer
Sout hern States Coop. ,
Inc .
Ri chmond , Virgini a

13 9. Karl E. Nielsen
Johnston Seed Co. of Tex as
Terrell, Texas

149

D e n n is E . Brown
Va . Dept . of Agr icultur e
Richmond , Virginia

14 0. JackO'Dell
Paymaster Seeds
Plainview , Texas

15 0 .

0

Mrs D e nnis E . Brown
Va Dept . of Agriculture
Richmond , Virginia
0

0

60

I

155

163

164

165

61
VIRGINIA (CONT'D)
151

0

FOREIGN (CONT'D)

Fu lt on M o Cooke
Dryomatic Div. LogEtronics
Inc o
Alexandria , Virginia
I

152.

153

0

M o D . C r owl
Southern States Coop.
Ric hmond , Virginia

I

Inc.

Jerry Cuthrell
Carter- Day
Richmond , Virginia

154 o D o S . Garb er
South er n States Coop.
Richmond , Virginia

1

1

162. Allan Haag
Kamas Kvarnmas kiner
Sweden

164
I

Inc.

Donald Meek
Culpeper Farmers Coop o
Culpeper , Virginia

156 .

Mrs o Donald Meek
C u lpeper Farmer s Coop.
C u lpeper , Virginia

15 7o W . E. Walls
Virginia Dept o of Agric o
Richmond , Vir ginia
FOREIGN
158 o Espartaco Barletti
Ander son , Clayton & Coo
Mexico
159 o Vict or Witte Calderon
Consejo Nacional de
Produc ci on
Costa Ric a
0

161. George F. Freytag
Escuela Agricola
Panamericana Inc.
Tegucigalpa Honduras

163. Sven Go Klemming
Kamas Kvarnmaskiner
Sweden

155o

160

I

Bill Fordham
Sas ka t chewan Wheat Pool
Regina , Saskatchewan ,
Canada

0

Brian Lee
Saskatchewan Wheat Pool
Canada

165 • Cesar Marquez
Centro Investigaciones
Agronomicas
Venezuela

LIST OF PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
IN THE SEED TECHNOLOGY lABORATORY

EQUIPMENT

MANUFACTURER

Air and Screen Cleaners
Clipper , Model Su per X-29D

A. T. Ferrell and Company
1621 Wheeler Street
Saginaw Michigan
I

Clipper , Model M-2B
Crippen

1

Model H- 534-A

II

II

Crippen Manufacturing Co .
Alma Michigan
I

C rippen , Model 334-A

Crippen Manufacturing Co.
Alma Michigan
1

Vac -A ~ Way ,

Farm Model

J. W. Hance Mfg. Co.
Wes t erville Ohio
I

Aspir ator
Pneumatic Separator

Electric Sorting Machine Co.
5234 Glenmont Drive
Houston Texas
1

Bl ender
Ross TRH 1/2 ton size
Ultra Rapid Turbo Square Mixer

Ross Machine & Mill Supply
12 N . E . 28th
Oklahoma City Oklahoma

I

Inc.

1

Buckhorn Separator
Sutton , Steele and Steele

Sutton Steele and Steele
1031 Sout h Haskell
Dallas 23 Texas
1

1

Inc.

I

Color Separators
Mandr el , Mod el B3 50

Electric Sorting Machine Co.
5234 Glenmont Drive
Houston Texas
1

64
EQUIPMENT

MANUFACTURER

Color Separators (cont 'd)
Sortex, Model G414

Sortex Company of N. America, Inc.
Lowell, Michigan

Corn Graders
Morecorn Grader, Model 2SA

Universal , Incorporated
245 South Washington
Hudson, Iowa

Rock-It Corn Grader
Model S-4

Superior Division, Daffin Corp.
121 Washington Avenue South
Hopkins , Minnesota

Conveyors
Burrows Belt Conveyor
Model R-13-3/4HE

Burrows Equipment Company*
1316 Sherman Avenue
Evanston, Illinois

Clipper Vibrating Conveyor

A. T . Ferrell & Company
16 21 Wheeler Street
Saginaw , Michigan

Universal Belt Conveyor
Model H-2

Universal, Incorporated
245 South Washington
Hudson , Iowa

Uveyor U-belt Conveyor
Model, 1/2 inch unit
Model, 1 1/2 inch unit

Uveyor
Box 3272
Jacksonville , Florida

Debearder
Clipper

A. T . Ferrell & Company
1621 Wheeler Street
Saginaw , Michigan

Dehumidifiers
Dryomatic, Model 1 05

Dryomatic Corporation
Box 591
Alexandria , Virginia

65
EQUIPMENT

MANUFACTURER

Dehumidifiers (cont ' d)
Una - dyn

I

Model A3 OLT

Universal Dynamics Corporation
4200 Wheeler Avenue
Alexandria Virginia
1

Electrostati c Separator
Car pco , Model HL118

Carpco Research & Eng o Co.
Po 0 o Box 3272
Jacksonville , Florida

Elevator s
Burrows Bucket Type

1

Model 50

Burrows Equipment Company*
1316 Sherman Avenue
Evanston Illinois
1

Clipper "Series 100"

A. T . Ferrell & Company
1621 Wheeler Street
Saginaw Michigan
I

Gordonbilt Airlift, 1-HoP o

Gordon Machinery Corporation
P. 0. Box 1452
Maryville , California

John F o Gri sez

John F. Grisez Company
Crows Landing, California

Lift- Master Airlift, 2 H. P.

Holzinger Brothers
10140 South Shoemaker Ave.
Sante Fe Springs California
I

Seedburo Bucket Type
Model 200

Seedburo Equipment Company*
618 West Jackson Boulevard
Chicago , Illinois

Univer sal Bucket Type
Model B2

Universal , Incorporated
245 Sout h Washington
Hudson , Iowa

Univer sal Bucket Type
Model C2

II

II

66
EQUIPMENT

MANUFACTURER

Gravity Tables
Forsberg, Model 40-V

Forsberg, Incorporated
Thief River Falls, Minnesota

Oliver, Model 50-A

Oliver Manufacturing Company
Rocky Ford, Colorado

Sutton, Steele & Steele
Model AX-25 0

Sutton, Steele & Steele, Inc.
1031 South Haskell
Dallas 23 , Texas

Huller and Scarifiers
Clipper, Eddy-Giant

Clipper, Model HSC-2
Crippen, Model S

A. T. Ferrell & Company
1621 Wheeler Street
Saginaw, Michigan

"

"

Crippen Manufacturing Co.
Alma, Michigan

Length Graders
Carter Disc Separator .
Model 1522

Carter- Day Company
655 19th Avenue, N .E.
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Carter Disc Separator
Model 1827

"

II

Carter Disc Separator
Model 1547

II

II

Hart Uni-Flow Cylinder
Separator, Model 3
Superior Length Grader
(Cylinder) Model C-5 6

"

II

Superior Division
Daffin Corporation
121 Washington Avenue, South
Hopkins, Minnesota
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MANUFACTURER

EQUIPMENT
Magnetic Separators
John F. Grisez

John F. Grisez Company
Crows Landing, California

Mixers
MacLellan Batch Mixer
Model 1

Burrows Equipment Company*
1316 Sherman Avenue
Evanston , Illinois

Roll Mills (Dodder)
Clipper , 10 rolls

A. T. Ferrell & Company
16 21 Wheeler Street
Saginaw, Michigan

Warsco , 8 rolls

W. A. Rice Company
Jerseyville , Illinois

Scales
Apex Bagging Machine
Model D-100

Burrows Equipment Company*
1316 Sherman Avenue
Evanston, Illinois

Fairbanks - Morse
1 000# Platform Scales

II

Fairbanks - Morse
25 00# Warehouse Scales

II ·

Waymatic

II

II

Waymatic Welding and
Fabricating Company
Fulton, Kentucky

Scalper
Clipper, Model 1297-1

A . T. Ferrell and Company
1621 Wheeler Street
Saginaw , Michigan
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EQUIPMENT

MANUFACTURER

Seed Treaters
Gustafson Mist-0 - Matic
Model MlOO

Gustafson Mist-0-Matic
Model M400
Panogen Automatic
Model US 60 - C

Panogen Automatic , Model MC

Gustafson Manufacturing Co. , Inc.
6501 Cambridge Street
Minneapolis , Minnesota

"

"

Morton Chemical Company
110 North Wacker Drive
Chicago , Illinois

"

"

Spiral Separator
Krussow Double Spiral

Cleland Manufacturing Company
2800 Washington Avenue , North
Minneapolis , Minnesota

Width and Thickness Grader
Carter Precision Grader

*Supplier

Carter- Day Company
655 19th Avenue , N .E .
Minneapolis , Minnesota

LIST OF LABORATORY MODEL
SEED PROCESSING AND TESTING EQUIPMENT

EQUIPMENT

MANUFACTURER

Air and Screen Cleaner
Clip per , Office Model

A . T o Ferrell & Company
1621 Wheeler Street
Saginaw , Michigan

Aspirator
Superior , Fractionating

Superior Division , Daffin Corp.
121 Washington Avenue , South
Hopkins, Minnesota

Dielectric Heater
Thermex High Frequence Unit
Model CP 10 A254 ·

Votator Division, Chemetron Corp .
Box 43
Louisville , Kentucky

Dockage Tester
Carter , Model XT 1

Carter- Day Company
655 19th Avenue, N oE .
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Electrostatic Separators
Carpco , Model HP-16

Car pco Research & Eng o Co.
P . 0 . Box 3 2 7 2
Jacksonville , Florida

Coronatr on

Ding ' s Magnetic Separator Co.
4 7 40 West Elec tri c Avenue
Milwauke e Wisconsin
I

Gravity Tables
For sberg

Forsberg , Incorporated
Thief River Falls , Minnesota

Oliver Stoner

Oliv e r Manufa cturing C o mpany
Rocky Ford C olor ado
I

70
EQUIPMENT

MANUFACTURER

Gravity Tables (Cont'd)
Sutton Steele & Steele
Model V-135A

Sutton Steele & Steele , Inc.
1031 South Haskell
Dallas Texas

I

1

I

Kvarnmaskiner Laboratory Cleaning
Plant Type KM

Aktiebolaget Kvarnmaskiner
Box 7015
Malmo Sweden
1

This plant consists of the following equipment:
Scourer (Huller)
Air Separator (Aspirator)
Shaking Sieve Sifter (2 Screen Cleaner)
Table Separator (Gravity Separator)
Trieur (Cylinder Separator)
Length Graders
Carter, Test Cylinder

Carter-Day Company
655 19th Avenue , N .E.
Minneapolis , Minnesota

Carter 1 Test Disc
Kvarnma s kiner,
Cylinder

Superior

I

11

Pedigree

II

II

11

Test Cylinder

Aktiebolaget Kvarnma skiner
P . 0 . Box 7 0 15
Malmo , Sweden
Superior Division Daffin Corp.
121 Washington Avenue, South
Hopkins Minnesota
1

I

Magnetic Separator
Gompper-Maschinen Gesellshaft
Lilliput"
11

Buderich bei Dusseldorf
Grunstr 3 2 Post fach , Germany
U.S . Distributor:
Ulbeco , Incorporated
484 State Highway 17
Paramus , N ew Jersey
I
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EQUIPMENT

MANUFACTURER

Moisture Testers
Burrows Moisture Recorder

Burrows Equipment Company
1316 Sherman Avenue
Evanston, Illinois

Motomco Moisture Meter
Model 919

Motomco, Incorporated
89 Terminal Avenue
Clark, New Jersey

Steinlite Moisture Tester
Model, RCT, S ,G

Seedburo Equipment Company*
618 West Jackson Boulevard
Chicago, Illinois

Tag- Heppenstall

Western Electric Instrument Corp.
614 Frelinghuysen Avenue
Newark, New York

Universal, Model EH

Burrows Equipment Company*
1316 Sherman Avenue
Evanston , Illinois

Roll Mill (Dodder)
W

o

A Rice
o

W. A Rice Seed Company
Jerseyville, Illinois
o

Scarifier
Forsberg, Sample-Seed Model

Forsberg, Incorporated
Thief River Falls, Minnesota

Screens
Complete set of Clipper 9 11 x 9 11
Hand Screens

A. T . Ferrell & Company
1621 Wheeler Str eet
Saginaw, Michigan

Seed Treater
Calkins

Calkins Manufacturing Company
Spokane , Washington

72

MANUFACTURER

EQUIPMENT
Spiral Separator
Krussow Spiral

Cleland Manufacturing Company
2800 Washington Avenue North
Minneapolis Minnesota
1

1

Thresher
Vogel Head Thresher

Bill ' s Machine Shop
Pu llman , Washington

Width and Thickness Grader
Carter Test Pr ecision Grader

Carter- Day Company
655 19th Av enue , N oE o
Mi nneapolis Minnesota
I

*

Supplier

Additional equipment includes: bag holder s sewing machines ,
seed probes, germinators ovens purity boards seed divider s
seed counters balances microscopes seed sample cabinets the
Vita scope and other laboratory equipment o
1

1

1

I

1

1

1

I

I

I

Some of this equipment was contributed by:
Burrows Equipment Company
E L Erickson Product s
Gustafson Manufacturing Company
Paul Hattaway Company
Redhead Bagholder Cor poration
Seedburo Equipment Company
0

0

